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Shooting
Beauty
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“It’s intimate and it’s beautiful,” says Andrew
O’Toole, “a process of discovery. I’m attracted to
the intensity of that close-up gaze. I’m attracted
to capturing that depth, that sensuality. Spending
a whole day half-a-metre from a model can be an
intense experience. You must learn to be gentle
and unintimidating.”

Words: Jamie Christian Desplaces

It could have all turned out so differently
for the award-winning Australian, lauded
as the world’s foremost hair photographer.
With criminology studies complete, he was
due to read law at Melbourne University
but decided to take a travel-break first.
O’Toole purchased his first SLR camera
and headed north, trekking to Everest’s
base camp before wandering Nepal and
India. It was a life-affirming “eye-opener”,
the beauty of the light, the colour and
the people, an inspiration. He’d found his
calling, and the rest, as they say, is history.
O’Toole still gets a kick from snapping
the sights. He’s a fan of the exotic, and
feels especially drawn to the Whitsundays,
Asia and North Africa. “Moroccan cities
are incredible,” he tells me. “The way
the light bounces off the walls and filters
through the laneways. I love to look for
things that are out of the ordinary, things
that spark creativity within my mind.”
The 40-year-old photographer is based
in Melbourne with his wife Kylie, (“we
met the old-fashioned way, in a seedy
nightclub!”) who is a make-up artist and
often works with Andrew on the shoots.
“Kylie is amazing with people,” he says.
“The models will often relax knowing that
she is there because when I’m constantly
telling them how good they look, it doesn’t
come across in a sleazy way.” They have
two young daughters, Anais and Bonnie.
95% of his subjects are female. That’s a hell
of a lot of women in his life, but it’s just the
way he likes it. He’s always felt more drawn
to ladies, felt more of a connection and
certainly finds working with them far more
rewarding. His feminine side, he says, is
very well-developed.
“I enjoy making someone feel special,”
O’Toole tells me. “The men I photograph
are often confident anyway, whereas some
of the younger women can be very shy.
Once the images start coming through
and they see how great they look on the
screen, their confidence swells. They tend
to leave the studio having had a different
experience. It’s something that is more
meaningful for them.”

Anyone, he says, is photogenic with
the right photographer. While O’Toole
appreciates classic beauty, he’s interested
in shooting women with unusual features:
“Nine out of ten that come to castings
all look the same. The ones that blow me
away are not traditionally good-looking –
their eyes might be slightly further apart,
or their jaw squarer – but you open their
book and the images jump out at you, their
personalities, their energy, the way they
move. They’re the ‘proper’ models.” Simply
standing there and looking pretty is not
enough, a model’s job is to deliver in front
of the camera and his is to capture this.
Outside of Melbourne, Andrew spends
much of his working life between Sydney
and London. He also travels regularly
across the ditch, and recently shot the
Deadly Sins campaign for Servilles here in
Auckland. Some years ago, he met Paul
Serville at the Hair Dressing Awards in
Sydney, where they were both honoured
with gongs. Sat at the same table, Andrew
says they didn’t realise who each other
was until they went up to collect their
trophies and now the two are firm friends.
“We always catch up in New Zealand,”
says Andrew. “Paul’s a top bloke.”
Last year O’Toole released his own product
range, ELEVEN Australia, with awardwinning hair stylist Joey Scandizzo. Made
and owned by Ozdare, it became the
country’s fastest selling hair range in history
and is currently taking Scandinavia by storm
too. 2014 will see it distributed to the rest of
Europe and over to the US, the Kiwis won’t
have to wait too long, it’s due to grace
these shores in October. It’s an exciting time
for Andrew, and life is good.
“If someone gave me ten million bucks
tomorrow, I’d want to travel more and
shoot people, places and portraits that I
don’t currently have the time to do,” he
says. “But I’d still carry on working. I have
a constant striving to be better and my
biggest satisfaction comes from seeing
that I’m improving in terms of being both
a craftsman, and an artist.”
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Photo from Servilles & Wella present Deadly Sins:
Photography: Andrew O’Toole
Make-up: Virginia Carde
Styling: Karen Inderbitzen-Waller
Hair: Steve Cockle, Servilles Newmarket & Joey Scandizzo
Model: Amberley @ N Model Management

